Audio Video Show 2018
MBL 101 Xtremes – Reference Line – MBL Roon Module
Premier presentation at the PGE Narodowy in Studio TV2 by MBL Chief Engineer, Mr. Jürgen Reis.

Are you ready to go to the next level in music listening experience at
this year’s Audio Video Show? Ready for seamless and stable audio
system convergence, ease of operation and unsurpassable sound
reproduction of your favorite albums? Then come visit us because
with Roon and the new MBL Roon Module you get exactly that.
By-gone are the days when simple operation and high-end sound were not synonymous. Also, a thing of the
past are the times when you had to operate your high-end music system separately from other systems in your
home. With the MBL Roon Module installed in your MBL system, you can access multiple audio formats with
automatic on-the-fly conversion, metadata database with detailed information about the music and individual
control of separate rooms or groups. Everything merges together and can be managed within a single app on
your smartphone or tablet.
The MBL Roon Module is a carefully implemented hardware design with galvanic isolation of all components
and groups, 100% developed by MBL’s engineering team. It can be added as an option to current models of
MBL CD players and DA converter and works together with any Roon server within your LAN.
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Come to the MBL booth at SN in Studio TV2 to experience the MBL Roon Module as part of the Audio Video
Show Premier Presentation of the 101 Xtreme Radialstrahler speaker system and Reference Line 1611F DAC,
1621A CD Transport, 6010D preamplifier, 9008 and 9011 mono bloc power amplifiers.
Presented for the first time in Poland, demonstrations will be given by Mr. Jürgen Reis, the chief engineer responsible for the design and development of all MBL products, and Mr. Antoine Furbur, Director of International Sales.

Download Package
LINK (.zip-file): www.mbl.de/wp-content/2018_AudioVideoShow_press.zip

About MBL:
Since the launch of the company in 1979 with the introduction of the omnidirectional speaker, the “Radialstrahler”, Berlin-based
MBL Akustikgeräte has continually focused on the development and production of absolutely top-of-the-line audio equipment.
MBL’s manufacturing of prime loudspeakers and electronics combines handmade craftsmanship with highly sophisticated production process. MBL products are distributed worldwide through an exclusive network of dealers. The excellence of MBL and its
products in terms of sound reproduction and build quality is evidenced by a wide range of distinctions awarded by the international trade press. Prices of complete systems range from €23 000 to as high as €420 000.
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